Best practice, challenges and recommendations from the benchmarking of five reference countries

EDUCATION & OUTREACH

Current and
future challenges

Global commodity prices are characterised by cyclicity, and this causes rapid fluctuation in demand
for specialist skills, their periodic loss from the industry
and subsequent skills shortages during the following
up-cycle.
Artisan and engineering skills are often particularly
difficult and costly to secure during mining cycles due
to mobility between related sectors such as construction, and engineering infrastructure.
As a result of this, recruitment into the mining sector has been periodic and, following the prolonged
downturns of the 1990s, there is now a demographic
gap in the sector where large numbers of experienced staff will be lost over the next 5-10 years. The
current workforce is aging, and personnel with newer
skill sets are in demand.

Top 10 business risks facing mining and metals. Source: Ernest and
Young 2018, https://www.ey.com/en_gl/mining-metals/10-businessrisks-facing-mining-and-metals

Characterised by career insecurity, essential mobility,
remote locations and perceived work activity, the industry profile has led to difficulty in attracting young
people to the industry. The aspirations of the next
generation of mining graduates is very different from
that of their predecessors, and the industry ‘offer’ will
need to change to attract the best skills.

Resource nationalism and public concerns about immigration exacerbate global skills shortages as the
growing demand for national staff to be used precludes international mobility that could address skills
availability. This also drives the need to develop higher quality basic education and specific mining education in individual mining countries.
Canada, Australia, South Africa and the USA host
world class education facilities and programmes
but suffer from similar demographic challenges,
cyclical threats to financial viability and challenges in recruiting students to mining engineering
programmes in particular. South Africa has unique
challenges around redressing historic educational inequalities that is driving recruitment policies,
combined with loss of graduates to surrounding
African mining countries, and to mining countries
elsewhere in the world.
The increasing deployment of digital technology
and the wider innovation agenda now taking root
in the sector will also mean that conventional education and training in mining subjects will need to
be modernised and evolve to meet the changing
industry requirements.
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Global Distribution of Mineral Processing Graduates.
Source INTRAW project 2016.
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